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CEREMONY RECEPTION

Arches
10’H x 10’W Starting at $500
Includes all décor, lighting and
accessories

Four Post Canopy
Starting at $3240
Includes all décor, lighting, and
accessories
King and Queen throne or loveseat
extra

Aisle Runners
30’L x 3’W - $55 + appropriate underlay
50’L x 4’W - $65 + appropriate underlay
Available in White and Ivory

Alter/Aisle Arrangements
Starting at $95 ea
Many options including rose balls,
feather balls, crystal globes
and candelabra Includes lighting,
pedestals and accessories

Pew Markers
Starting at $25 ea
Many options available including
kissing balls, artificial flowers, bows
and fabric swaging

Backdrops & Head Table
Deluxe - $1,385
(up to 10’H w/standard design

Grand - $1,995
(up to 14’H w/ layered design)

Premium - $2,495
(10’H – 14’H w/custom design)
Includes all décor, accessories, lighting
And head table for up to 10pp in any style.
Each additional table needed - $85

Crystal Curtains – add $300
Canopy – add $500

Candle Table
$55 + $10 per glass cylinder
Includes all décor, draping and
accessories to match Head Table
or theme.  Includes ribbon, buckles
or specialty printing for glass cylinders
together with 12hr+ candles/votives

Specialty Tables
Gift/Cake/Receiving/Seating/Candy/Favour
All $95 ea (or $75 ea with any Backdrop &
Head Table Package) Includes all décor, 

draping and accessories to match Head Table
or theme

Chair Decor
Chair covers – starting at $3 ea (installed)
Sashes/Bands/Bows/Diamante Buckles/
Feathers/Artificial Blooms - $1 ea (installed)

Linen
Tablecloths - $15.50-$36.50 ea
Table runners - $10.50 - $20.50 ea
Overlays - $10.50 - $36.50 ea
Napkins - $1.50 - $3.50ea
Many styles, fabric and colors to choose from

Centerpieces
Starting at $35 ea (rental)
From traditional/classical candelabra
to contemporary/modern arrangements

Ceiling Draping
Starting at $700
From simple fabric to looks with
Lanterns, globes, chandeliers and
lighting
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